General provisions
Department of AlumniPress Publishing House (hereinafter referred to as AP) at STU MTF is an organizational part of the Division of Knowledge Management at STU MTF in Trnava. The edition of the Statute and Organizational Rules is subject to:
- Organizational Rules of STU MTF Division of Knowledge Management STU MTF Organizational Rules and Regulations,

Aim of AlumniPress Publishing House is to ensure a fast transfer of scientific research results into teaching via publications and thus provide the access to new knowledge as well as improve the quality of the pedagogical process and Faculty representativeness.

The publishing activities of AlumniPress are represented by author preparation, processing and edition of publications of the following:
a) electronic textbooks and study materials, i.e. teaching ids comprising essential parts explanation in a specific subject (in compliance with the syllabus), teaching aids determined for practical laboratory, calculation, or construction-project assignments for students within the specific subject (complementary appendices to textbooks on the same advanced level of processing), which are professionally reviewed, proof-read, and modified in correspondence with currents standards;
b) other electronic kinds of teaching aids (manuals, texts, workbooks, etc.) commonly without proof reading and economical publishing adjustments;
c) internal Faculty periodicals;
d) preparation of publications (monographs, textbooks, proceedings) edited by STU Publisher in Bratislava.
Edition of scientific monographs and textbooks
The Publishing House executes the edition plan of scientific monographs, MTF textbooks and study materials.
In cooperation with authors the Publishing House issues home scientific monographs available on-line on MTF STU webpage: http://www.mtf.stuba.sk/generate_page.php?page_id=2789
AlumniPress is registered in the ISBN (ISSN) National Agency.
Currently the Publishing House cooperates with foreign partners in editing STU MTF authors´ scientific monographs.

MTF Journals
Journal: Research Papers MTF STU
Journal: Materials Science and Technology

Electronic textbooks
Since 2007 MTF edits all textbooks in an electronic version so that they are available via AIS to all students.
Language Corner
AP Publisher operates and continuously updates the Language Corner on the Faculty webpage to support the proper use of the Slovak language.


Portal „Publishing at MTF“
The portal (determined only for the conditions and rules of publishing at STU MTF) is aimed at providing the authors with standards they have necessarily to follow in their publications. All types of documents shall strictly follow the Act on Copyright, the rights related to the Act, as well as moral and ethical principles of publishing.

http://opom.mtf.stuba.sk/
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